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“Live Your Entertainment”



We are an Augmented Reality  
Development Team with 4 years of 
experience making AR interactions 

for the Haunted Attraction and 
Theme Park Industries.  

We’ve integrated AR effects with 
animatronics/theatrical control 

systems, created AR experiences 
that work in zero lighting, worked 
with high volume clients, under 

tight deadlines, and across varied 
geographical venues.

D.A.S. 
(GRISLY MANOR LLC.)



Current AR Gaming/Industry Problems:

1.) Most ARKit games are table-top gaming which will not 
sustainably beat traditional “Top Down” Game income models.  
Many could potentially be abandoned in favor of traditional 
mobile approaches (i.e. Clash of Clans). 

2.) ARkit/ARCore is bringing a new wave of developers, 
inexperienced with AR, to the market.  After the first rush of 
excitement this Fall, some will back away due to insufficient 
monetization. 

3.) Immediate AR App Store  
monetization challenges 
reduce the opportunity for  
teams to create, learn from  
feedback, reiterate, and repeat  
(slowing down innovation).



DAS’ “Dual Approach” 
to These Problems:

App Store Products: We create 
“Life Sized” First Person 
experiences, like “ARZombi”, meant 
to occur in player’s environment - 
distinct from current “Top-down” 
gaming trends (i.e. what’s best done 
without AR).

Theme Park Products: We 
create and license AR experiences 
to the North American Haunted 
Attractions, Escape Rooms, and 
Theme Park Industries.



App Store Products
We create mobile products like 
“ARZombi” using player’s 
surroundings as a context for 
gameplay.  Our source code and 
game design are setup with future 
depth sensor integration in mind 
(projected Summer 2018). 

Products like “ARZombi” are 
engineered for imminent HMD 
integration.  

We are in discussions with hardware 
creators, like Occipital, for 
integration of ARZombi into early 
product demos and release.

http://www.ARZombiGame.com


                           

“If you’re looking for a fun game  
demo of what ARKit can do,  
ARZombi is worth a download.” 
                                  -Cult of Mac           

“It is inevitably immersive and  
gives thrills of adrenaline…” 
                                   -Mac 4 Ever

ARZOMBI REVIEWS
“…the shooting and boarding windows part is really fun 
and satisfying. It's yet another game that made me 
enjoy running around the room trying to stay on the 
objectives. If you are an FPS fan, I have no doubt that 
you'll enjoy playing this game—Recommended.” 

-ARCRitic

Click Here to Play For Yourself

https://www.cultofmac.com/509449/awesome-apps-arzombi/
https://www.mac4ever.com/actu/125991_arzombi-une-attaque-de-zombies-en-realite-augmentee-dans-votre-maison
https://arcritic.com/550/arzombi-game-review/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/arzombi/id1255008041?mt=8


Theme Park Products
DAS started Licensing AR products to 
entertainment venues in 2014.  Before 
PokemonGo, we answered questions 
like “what is AR…how will it help our 
venue…why do we need it?” 

Last winter we created “DAS Mesh”, 
a beacon tracking system, to make 
First Person shooters for Theme Park 
rides ( click for demo of “DAS 
Mesh” ).   

Upon request from Knott’s Berry 
Farm VP, Ken Parks, “DAS Mesh” will 
allow guests to play marker-less AR 
games using their own phones on 
park rides.

https://youtu.be/Oila-ukSxs4
https://youtu.be/Oila-ukSxs4


Client References
Click to View

"Dynamic Solutions has been and continues to be a great partner for our theme park to bring 
one of a kind entertainment to our guests through cutting edge technology.  Michael and the 
team went above and beyond to ensure a quality experience for our guests.”

Jon Cooke - Knott’s Scary Farm

“I would highly recommend this technology and dedicated team for any event - large or small 
scale. Their creative approach to the VR/Augmented reality space surpasses other 
experiences I have seen. I look forward to working with them for years to come and I can't wait 
to see what they will create next as they expand.”

Emily Louise Rua - ScareLA Producer

“Michael’s Augmented Reality, I believe, contributes greatly to the positive reviews we receive 
for these (Escape Rooms), and for the resulting increase in customers for the business. He is 
easy to work with, thinks creatively, and effectively communicates his ideas. He has my 
highest endorsement.”

Darren Sonnier - CoFounder Escape Room Live

"I have worked closely the team at Dynamic Augmented Solutions for the past four years on 
augmented reality projects for both the haunted house I manage and am co-creative director 
for, and for our annual haunters convention.  They have alway delivered on time and with 
remarkable results.  I would highly recommend working with them.”

Ed Roberts - Director of Nightmare Factory, Oregon School for the Deaf

https://www.dynamicaugmentedsolutions.com/client-testimonials


Other AR/VR Theme Park Competition

The Void: Is in partnership with 
Disney, and has their own locations 
-Their experiences are very realistic 
with high quality graphics, using high 
powered untethered VR headsets 
with backpack computers.

VR Coaster Has created many VR 
and possibly some AR fast moving 
Theme Park experiences - requiring 
headsets.  The quality 
of graphics is limited due to 
stereoscopic VR and mobile 
limitations

*Note: Many companies are duplicating each of these approaches.



DAS’s edge over the competition
-“DAS Mesh” reduces hardware costs by allowing visitors to use 
their own smartphone (i.e. reduces project expense). 

-“DAS Mesh” allows faster loading times - VR roller coasters are 
neat but destroy Theme Park’s goal of 1,500 - 2,000 passengers per 
hour. 

-Our background in the U.S. seasonal Haunted Attraction Niche 
enables us access to coveted Theme Park markets.  Many U.S. 
theme parks rely exclusively on working with established attraction 
companies - most of which can’t yet justify creating with AR. 

-Using visitor’s smartphones opens up client marketing strategies 
as they will “take the brand home with them”. 

-By releasing IP in App Stores, we capture the attention of larger 
audiences and more potential clients/use-cases.



EXAMPLE PROJECTS
We created and licensed the “Phantom 
Finder” (2014) to over 30 Haunted 
Attractions, Escape Rooms and Theme 
Parks across North America.   

Knott’s Berry Farm “Visions” (2016):  
A haunted attraction in which guests 
investigate paranormal activity in total 
darkness with AR. 
    -We customized iPads to trigger 
markers in the Infrared spectrum (Night 
Vision - for total darkness). 
    -Sent UDP to Knott’s Servers to 
trigger audio, lighting, and animatronics 
concurrent with AR Ghosts activity.

For More Info on the
Phantom Finder & Visions

Click Here 

https://www.dynamicaugmentedsolutions.com/works


"Visions was the best of the Skeleton Key rooms... Holding a digital tablet device, I wandered 
around a darkened room until I spotted a ghostly cowboy who fired his revolver at me just as I 
was hit by a hidden blast of air.”                                                                -LA Times
 
"(Visions) the most innovative of the Skeleton Key Rooms, combining a bit of virtual reality 
with real practical startle scares and effects.”                                         -WestCoaster
 
"Visions  is the gem of the quartet...The effect is truly startling, with the spirits actually 
seeming to exist in the real space seen through the camera’s eye.” 
                                                                                                                      -Hollywoodgothique.com
 
"Visions was actually really cool, a fully interactive ghost hunt through the Green Witch 
Museum. Scary, but more intriguing as I felt as though I was really part of a ghost 
investigation.”                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                      -InlandEmpire.com
 
"The best of the bunch was probably “Visions” which placed you in haunted room with a 
special paranormal device.”                                                                       -Horror-Movies.ca 
 
"Visions  was one of the coolest and most entertaining things of the night. It felt like I was in 
an episode of ghost hunters and it was my job to figure out what was happening in the room.”                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                        -GoLosAngeles.com 

VISIONS REVIEWS
(CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO)

http://inlandempire.com
http://horror-movies.ca
http://golosangeles.com
https://www.dynamicaugmentedsolutions.com/works


“DAS Mesh” Revenue 
Strategy

-Client’s will be charged for initial 
installation of the Ride’s tracking 
mesh and controller box $1,000 per 
100 feet of track and $1,000 per train. 
-Content (i.e. the AR characters and 
theme) will cost approximately 
$15,000 - 30,000 to create/implement.  
Multiple themes can be implemented 
on client’s park-wide IOS/Android 
app. 
-AR Queue Line entertainment will be 
an up-charge. 
-Client pays monthly maintenance 
fee for IOS & Android versions.



Use of Funds for
“DAS Mesh”

-Current demo is of cg characters 
animated in space to be ridden past - 
with additional hardware placed on 
phone (Watch Here).   
-We will use initial investment to 
improve our Minimum Viable Product, 
by completing the Mesh’s wireless 
communication to rider’s phones. 
-We will implement themes that client 
is interested in (i.e. zombies, ghosts, 
etc). 
-FPS Shooting and basic leaderboard 
gamification will be completed for 
client demo. 
-Purchase additional demo hardware.

https://youtu.be/od-BA2EDCYs


We are looking for $199,000 to 
complete a Minimum Viable 
Product Demo of “DAS Mesh”, to 
market, demo at multiple client 
locations, and integrate into 
several Dark Rides.

This investment provides the 
means to achieve our goals 
within 18 months with a monthly 
burn rate of $11,055.

Also, we are actively searching 
for opportunities with Theme 
Parks outside of the U.S. market.

This investment is separate from 
our “ARZombi” Strategy.

Investment



CONTACT INFO

General Inquiries:
info@dynamicaugmentedsoltuions.com

Michael Dykier, CEO:
mdykier@grislymanorpdx.com
cell: (714)482-8194

Larry Dykier, COO:
ldykier@grislymanorpdx.com 
cell: (509)942-8484

mailto:info@dynamicaugmentedsoltuions.com
mailto:mdykier@grislymanorpdx.com?subject=
mailto:ldykier@grislymanorpdx.com

